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 Cosimo (Mimmo) Scarpello is a lawyer and an author.

Born in Mesagne (Brindisi, Italy), he obtained a master’s degree in law from Bologna University.
 While working in the fields of law, education and politics, he published several scientific works
 about criminal law, such as a monographic course book titled “L’archiviazione” (Cedam, 2002), an
 article on the judgement no. 1957 of 8 January 1999, of The Supreme Court of Italy (law review on
 line www.diritto2000.it”, 1999), nine chapters (“Il nesso di causalità”, “Il principio di colpevolezza”,
 “L’imputabilità”, “La coscienza e volontà della condotta”, Il caso fortuito”, “Il dolo”, “La
 responsabilità preterintenzionale”, “L’aberratio ictus”, “L’aberratio delicti”) of a coursebook titled
 “Diritto penale. Giurisprudenza e casi pratici”, written by several authors and edited by Ugo Di
 Benedetto (Maggioli, 1998).

Most recently, he has written two books” “Impasseport. Gli strafalcioni della politica o la politica degli strafalcioni?” (“Impasseport.
 The blunders of politicians or a policy of blunders?”), which contains a list of grammar and syntax mistakes given by the town
 councillors of San Pancrazio Salentino (Press: Secop) and an essay titled “Stressbook” (Press: Secop), which deals with trivial,
 stupid things, paradoxes and contradictions that rage on social media sites, and how they have revolutionized the thinking,
 behavior and communication patterns of human beings over recent years.
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